Extras: If you have some time left...
I’ve had to make rather difficult choices in the previous chapters... what to leave out, what to leave
in. Chances are you’ve seen some of the more tourist-ridden places already, or you’re staying for a
longer time. In that case, here are the things I couldn’t squeeze into the first seven days. All of them
are valid substitutes for chapters you might not find interesting.

8. The most beautiful walk in Belgium

If you ask me, this one-day walk is one of the most beautiful trips you can make in Belgium. You can
enjoy the scenery of the Condroz while walking alongside a stretch of abandoned railway. I found the
description in a most interesting book by Gunther Hauspie (editions Lannoo: ‘Wandelen en Fietsen
Langs Oude Ardense Spoorwegen’ meaning ‘Walking and Cycling alongside Old Railways in the
Ardennes’). Unfortunately, the book is no longer available. Below you find a translation of the
original text including my own remarks and updates between brackets. Both text and map are used
with kind permission of the editor. If you wish to reproduce any of this for other than private use,
you should contact me at stefaan@stefaanvanslycken.be.
The walk starts in the Yvoir railway station, not that far from Dinant. It’s best to start around 10 am
at the latest, especially if you want to eat something on the way or enjoy a steam train ride.

Yvoir
The bridges and tunnels of the Bocq river
Distance 18km
Starting point the railway station of Yvoir

Sort of road Even though the old railway
tracks haven’t been removed, the walk
shouldn’t present too much trouble.
Sometimes there’s a path next to the railroad.
You will be walking through woods for the
greater part of the day.
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During this walk, we’ll discover part of the old
railway 128, connecting Yvoir to Ciney. The
railway was constructed in the picturesque
valley of the Bocq river. The rich railway
archaeology consists of thirteen bridges
stretching over the Bocq and five tunnels dug
where the river’s bends were too sharp. These
bridges, tunnels, and old railway stations
guarantee surprises around every corner.
Don’t forget to bring a flashlight because you
won’t be able to see your own hands in the
pitch dark tunnels, even in high summer. Since
you will only pass one restaurant during the
walk, you might want to bring a picnic too.

The walk
Leave the parking lot of the Yvoir railway
station by turning right and follow the
directions towards the town’s centre at the
railway crossing. If you look carefully, you can
see the abandoned track joining the active
tracks on the right. Turn left into (??) the Rue
de Évrehailles. You see the Bocq and majestic
arch bridges leading the railway over two
streets in front of you. We won’t go up to the
railway track yet.
We’re walking across the city, past the church,
to the Place des Combattants. At the end of

this big square we turn right into the Rue du
Tricointe. The asphalt road starts to ascend
and will keep on doing so for a while. On the
left you see the wide Meuse valley and we
soon surrender ourselves to green and dense
woods.
Turn left at the T-intersection. We pass the
Ferme de Tricointe (1). This farm belonged to
a castle hidden deep in the woods. Having
passed the farm we reach the woods of
Tricointe, 162 hectares in size and property of
the Walloon community.
We keep on following the wide path through
the woods until we reach a forester’s house
(2). Here we turn right into a narrower path
and we descend until we reach the edge of the
woods and another impressive farm. Past this
farm we follow the asphalt road. The steep
path descends to the railway bridge over the
Bocq.
[Walk under this bridge and look for an
opening in the shrubs on your right side to get
on the railway tracks. Move away from the
river, i.e. east.] Walking on a railway demands
some adjustment. When we think we’ve
found the solution by stepping on the wooden
railway sleepers we notice that they’re not at
a regular distance. Sometimes we take a small
step, sometimes a huge leap. It’s not easy
finding a good walking rhythm this way.
We don’t have the time to think about that
sort of discomforts as the marvellous sights
follow one another quickly. First we pass a
train station (3) on which “BaucheEvrehailles” is still legible. [This station is now
a tavern/restaurant. In summer they place a
small terrace next to the abandoned railway.
This is also the only place along the walk
where you can buy something to eat or drink.
See
their
website
at
http://www.restaurantleterminus.be/. Further
down the path past the restaurant there’s an
intersection where the railway track is
overgrown with impenetrable bushes. It
doesn’t matter whether you turn left or right
here, since both ways cross the track further
on and you can continue along the track from
there.]
After having passed the last houses the track
leads you into the woods. In the bushes you
can still see an old signpost. Next, in the
middle of the woods, you’ll find yourself on an
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impressive bridge over the river. Shortly after
you pass the railroad station of Purnode (4).
It’s a picturesque corner there, with a bridge
over the meandering Bocq and a tunnel to
follow.
[Attention! The steam trains of the Chemin de
Fer du Bocq (http://www.cfbocq.be/) ride
along the stretch between Purnode and the
end of the walk in summer. It’s advised to
print the time table and take it with you so
you know when to expect a train! You don’t
want to get caught in a narrow tunnel with a
steam train coming after you!]
Walk through the pitch black tunnel. Since the
tunnel isn’t very long it is not necessary to
bring a flashlight with you. When you come
out of it you will see another bridge and
another tunnel right in front of you. The track
runs straight for almost 2 km. There are two
more tunnels, the old stop Yvoir-Carrières near
a quarry, and four more bridges to cross.
Houses and roads seem to have disappeared
from the face of the earth.
In the end we arrive at the station DorinneDurnal (5). [In summer, a steam train ride on
the Chemin de Fer du Bocq is highly
recommended, but you should inquire
whether there’s a train going back as well, in
which case you should get off in DorinneDurnal again. If you get off at the last station,
Purnode, you may have a little difficulty
finding the
path back.
Leave
the
station and
take the road
up to the
bridge over
the railroad.]
Follow
the
ascending
main road.
Where
it
takes a sharp
turn to the
left,
two
sandy roads
lead into the
woods. Take the left one leading to an old
quarry. [Note the small leftover track rails.]
We want to find the banks of the Bocq, so we
take the first path leading down. We’re now in

an area where drinking water for the Brussels
region is won. The water of about 50 nearby
sources is collected and led to the capital
through ninety kilometres of underground
pipelines.
Follow the path straight on alongside the left
bank of the Bocq. After a while the path leads
away from the river and comes up to a bridge
over the railroad. Cross the bridge and follow
the path to another quarry. Cross the Bocq
over a small bridge and turn left. You are now
on the right bank of the river.
You should try to follow these banks as closely
as possible until Bauche. (Try to stay as closely
to the river as possible until you reach
Bauche.) [With all the zigzagging you might
lose track. When in doubt, try to follow the
water.] Now you walk under all the bridges
you’ve walked over before, having the chance
to look at the Bocq valley and the bridges from
a different perspective. The path you follow is
rather wide up to the second bridge, after
which it gets narrower. A short stretch along
the Bocq requires more crawling than walking.
[When you come to a Y-intersection you
should keep to the right. The left path leads
back to the tracks. ] Further on, the path
broadens. You reach a gate which should be
open. Close it behind you. If it’s not open, get
back to the tracks and follow them back to the
Bauche station (the restaurant).] Continue
straight on until you arrive at the Bauche
station square. Walk to the railroad bridge
where you crawled up to the tracks earlier on.
Do the same thing again but this time you
should follow the tracks in the other direction,
back to Yvoir. Here and there you will see a
small path stretching alongside the tracks. You
can walk there if you don’t like walking on the
railway sleepers.
This part of line 128 is laid out according to
the well-known recipe: bridges over the Bocq,
and an old station in between. We’ve saved
the best for last. A long tunnel (6) – more than
one kilometre long – awaits us. [According to
the Chemin de Fer du Bocq both Hermann
Göring and Adolf Hitler hid their trains in this
tunnel on two separate occasions in 1940!]
This time you will need a flashlight to go safely
through the tunnel. When you walk out into
the daylight, you will have reached the village
of Yvoir.
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